
Malostranská 
beseda –  
Inner Foyer  
 
Address: 
Malostranksé námēsti 21, 110 00 Praha 1, 
Malá Strana 
 
Website:  
www.malostranska-
beseda.cz/en/club/programme  
 

Summary:  
Malostranská beseda is a well-known music venue in a refurbished building on one of the main 
squares in the heart of the Fringe Zone. The venue has its own bar and large foyer. After the last 
show beseda becomes the Fringe Club. 
Beseda Inner Foyer is a separate foyer adjacent to the bar area and is simply a large empty 
space with no stage, lights or sound. It does have 10amp power sockets and standard ceiling 
lights. 
This space is suitable for performance art, interactive shows and performances where the 
audience gathers around the performer – such as table magic. 
	

  



 
Acoustics 
This empty room has some echo that can make speech difficult to hear, there is also some noise 
bleed from the bar next door. 
 
Seating 
None. Up to 30 seats may be available from other parts of the venue. 
 
Stage Dimensions 
No fixed staging. Large empty room. See floor plan for exact dimensions.  
 
Access 
On first floor. Up one flight of steps or lift 
 
Audience Entrance 
As Access. Suitable for wheelchair access 
 
Dressing Rooms 
Shared with main space (accessible via backstage corridor) 
 
Toilets 
Shared with main space dressing room 
 
Walls 
Nothing can be attached to the walls or ceiling 
 
Sound 
None 
 
Lighting  
Standard office ceiling lights. Please note there are only thin curtains and no shutters on the 
window and daylight will last until approx. 22.00 during the festival 
 
Storage 
Limited storage 
 
In the past, this venue has been used by a company who left up a temporary ‘Dome’ venue 
inside the space.  
 

	
‘El	Diablo	of	the	Cards’	Ewerton	Martins,	2018	



	
Looking	to	Audience	Entrance	(to	stairs)	and	Bar	entrance	on	L	

	

	
Looking	to	windows.	Art	work	not	included  



Venue floor plan: 
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